Bowel elastography - a pilot study for developing an elastographic scoring system to evaluate disease activity in pediatric Crohn's disease.
The diagnosis and monitoring of Crohn's disease (CD) represents a diagnosis challenge in which imaging plays an important role. In the present paper we aim to demonstrate the role of sonoelastography (SE), performed in addition to hydrosonography (HS), in the evaluation of CD in children and to propose a scoring system for the appreciation of disease activity. All the patients included into the study were diagnosed with CD and had underwent HS and SE as part of the imaging evaluation. In selected cases magnetic resonance enterography (MRE) was also performed. SE aspects were classified into three types, each corresponding to a specific bowel wall pattern: normal or remission (type A), inflammation (type B) and fibrosis (type C); this classification represents the basis of the scoring system. For the purpose of statistical analysis each evaluated bowel segment became an individual case. Forty eight bowel segments were evaluated by SE: 21 type A, 20 type B and 7 type C. Statistically significant correlations were found between the intestinal wall HS changes, presence of complications, activity markers and the SE score. The HS assessment of the periintestinal area correlated only partially with SE score, while certain SE scores also proved to be predictors for the presence of complications or for increased values of the disease activity markers. SE, along with HS, represents a reliable investigation in the correct diagnosis and monitoring of pediatric patients with CD and the SE scoring system may be introduced as a method for the assessment of disease activity.